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â€žA snap shot is the truest form of photography.â€œMike Dowson's photography is simply a case

of capturing the moment. He distances himself from any kind of staging and stylisation. This has

given him a style again â€“ perhaps unintended â€“ the style of "laissez faire". His photographs of

pretty girls appear fresh, unconsumed, spontaneous, tasteful and very erotic. Dowson's models

must always convey the feeling of availability, the petty bourgeois may call them tarts. However,

these girls are no such thing, they are just young, being themselves and showing their lust for life.

Mike Dowson thinks that women who display their sexual presence openly are much more erotic

than those who come over as aloof and distant. His photography is the same â€“ simply open and

thus more erotic.
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Mr. Dowson's book has been my most enjoyable purchase of the year. If you're simply looking for a

very high-quality book of pretty girls at an excellent price, pick up a copy. It's a no-brainer. For me,

it's much more than that. There are a few reasons why, but they all center around thoughts and

beliefs. Thoughts and beliefs expressed through conversation, reaction, and most importantly inner

discourse.Reactions from the guys visiting my home are predictable. It's the reaction from girls and

the subsequent hours of conversation that I enjoy the most. Here are a few of the topics that

frequently come up.1.) A culture of insecurity and external validation seeking masked as narcissism.

In nearly every city in the world today you see people taking selfies. After primping and prepping



they snap countless shots from numerous angles only to be topped with even more numerous filters

and effects. Finally the photo is posted to social media and the wait for the dopamine drip of

validation begins. Predictably these selfie snappers want to present a glamorous and interesting

picture of themselves to a world of followers they do not know and will never meet.Mr. Dowson's

work is nothing like this. Flattering or unflatteringâ€¦it doesn't matter. These photos would generally

be considered as snapshots. Most importantly they are interesting. When you see the girls you're

instantly drawn to their appearance, but quickly your mind wanders to trying to decipher what the

heck was going on leading up to, during, and after each photo was taken.Are these really fashion

models? Are they strippers and prostitutes? Are they just "normal" girls from the street?
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